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Paperless Invoicing: Sign Up Today!
Don’t wait for the U.S. Postal Service to deliver your Hart & Iliff invoices and 

monthly statements. With email delivery, our friends and customers can receive 
their invoices and monthly statements quickly and easily via email.  
All you need to do is let us know you want to go paperless and  
provide us with or confirm your email address. To get started,  
call us at 973-383-1421 or email us at info@hartandiliff.com.

$3,500

$1,750

Questions & Answers: Heating Oil vs. Propane Gas
Is propane more expensive than heating oil?

Yes. All fuels are rated based on their heat content. The unit of measure is a British Thermal 
Unit (BTU), which is the amount of energy needed to raise one pound of water one degree. 
Heating oil contains 140,000 BTUs per gallon, whereas propane contains only 91,300 BTUs per 
gallon. Therefore, it takes 1.53 gallons of propane to provide the same amount of heat as one 
gallon of heating oil. In addition, propane consistently sells for 10¢-50¢ more per gallon than 
heating oil. When you combine this cost difference with the BTU difference, it generally costs 
about twice as much to heat a home with propane. The accompanying cost comparison chart 
illustrates this fact (Fig.1).
Is propane more efficient than heating oil?

No. Heating oil is more efficient than propane or natural gas. The reason for this is that the 
flame temperature of an oil flame is hotter than a gas flame. Several boiler manufacturers make 
identical boilers that can be fired with either an oil burner or a power gas burner. In each case, 
the oil unit is approximately 4% more efficient than the natural gas or propane unit.
Which fuel makes more hot water?

Because of the hotter flame temperature, heating oil is more efficient at generating hot water 
than natural gas or propane. The average recovery rate (the amount of hot water that can be made 
in one hour) for an oil fired hot water heater is approximately 120 gallons per hour (gph). On the 
other hand, the average recovery rate for gas fired hot water heaters is approximately 40 gph. 
Therefore, heating oil can make approximately three times as much hot water as propane at half the cost.
Which fuel is safer?

Heating oil is significantly safer than propane. This is the reason why building codes allow 
heating oil to be stored inside the home, whereas propane must be stored outside. Propane 
is highly flammable and explosive at room temperature. It is also heavier than air and does 
not dissipate readily in the event of a leak. By contrast, heating oil is combustible, but not 
flammable. It will not burn until it is heated to 140 degrees. In addition, heating oil is safer than 
either natural gas or propane when it comes to the risk of carbon monoxide poisoning.
 Is propane cleaner then heating oil?

According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, modern oil equipment burns 
equally as clean as natural gas or propane. The accompanying EPA chart (Fig. 3)  
demonstrates this.

By Charles J. Brand
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Speaking of Paperless…If you would like to receive your issue of Comfort Line electronically, 
just send us an email at info@hartandiliff.com and we will add you to our electronic mail list. 



Trivial Pursuits
1) What was the name of Don Quixote’s

horse?
a) Cervantes
b) Rocinante
c) Sancho
d) Panza

2) What was Chopin’s nationality?
a) French
b) German
c) Polish
d) English

3) Where are the Luxembourg Gardens?
a) Paris
b) Amsterdam
c) Luxembourg City
d) Monaco

4) What language contains the most
words?

a) English
b) Chinese
c) Russian
d) Portuguese

5) What did Joseph Priestly discover in
1774?

a) the quadratic theory
b) oxygen
c) the diving bell
d) the steam engine

6) Which fingernail grows fastest?
a) middle finger
b) thumb
c) pinky
d) ring finger

—from mental_floss

Answers: 1) b; 2) c; 3) a; 4) a; 5) b; 6) a

Chocolate May Be Good For Your Heart
In case you’re looking for an excuse to eat some chocolate (or if you raided 

your kids’ Halloween treat bag), consider this: It may reduce your risk of 
irregular heartbeat.

An analysis of some 
55,000 adults from Denmark 
found that eating 2-to-6 
ounces of chocolate a week 
was associated with a 20% 
decreased risk of atrial 
fibrillation, or A-fib, otherwise 
known as an irregular 
heartbeat. 

A-fib can compromise blood 
flow in the upper chambers of 
the heart—the atria. People 
with A-fib are five times 
more likely to suffer a stroke, 
according to the American 
Heart Association, and have 
twice the risk of a heart-related 
death.

Moderate consumption 
of chocolate, especially dark 
chocolate, appears to reduce 
that risk, although binging on larger amounts can obviously lead to weight gain 
and associated problems.

What was Chopin’s nationality?

Credit Card Debt Is Growing 
Americans added $89.4 billion to their credit card debt in 2016, 

according to the WalletHub website, and although they repaid $31.5 billion 
during the first quarter of 2017, that’s still 9% less than they did during the 
first quarter of 2015 (but 14% higher than in 2016). 

People tend to pay down credit card debt early in the year thanks to 
year-end bonuses and New Year’s resolutions. WalletHub projects that 
Americans will finish 2017 with more than $60 billion in new credit card 
debt, for a total of more than $1 trillion overall.

Men, Women and Smartphones 
Here’s more evidence that we’re addicted to our smartphones: A survey from 
Decluttr.com revealed the following factoids: 

• Men are four times more likely than women to use their smartphones during
a wedding.

• 67% of men check out their devices during a romantic evening, but only 13%
of women do.

• Smartphone owners look at their phones more when they’re with friends
than with their family, but men do so more than women on either occasion.

• 83% of men say the worst part about not having their smartphone with them
is not being able to watch videos or stream movies and TV shows, although
just 17% of women say the same.



Conserve Your Cash With These Tips 
Saving money is smart in good times and bad. With a little effort and 

planning, you can cut your personal costs by following some of these tips: 
• Unplug appliances. Don’t just turn your television off—unplug it when 

you’re not watching anything. Even switched off, most appliances such as 
TVs and computers consume some electricity (this is known as “phantom 
load.”) Pulling the plug saves significant money and energy. 

• Drive less. Cutting your car use in half can save you hundreds of dollars or 
more a year. Carpool or use public transportation to get to and from work. 
You’ll save on gas, maintenance, and insurance. 

• Eat at home. The average person spends more than $2,200 a year eating out. 
Cook your own meals, and take your lunch to work instead of buying food 
every day. Your savings will really add up fast.

• Take advantage of customer reward programs. Discount cards that save 
you a few dollars here and there can add up to major savings over time. Set 
up an auxiliary email account and use it when you sign up for programs. 
You’ll be better able to manage the promotional emails you receive from 
joining stores’ mailing lists. 

• Wait before buying. Implement a 24-hour rule before buying anything (and 
a 30-day rule for major purchases). Don’t buy anything on impulse. Wait the 
required amount of time, and then decide how much you really need or want 
the item. You may be surprised by what you can live without.

SPEED BUMP                        Dave Coverly

Don’t Jump To 
Conclusions About 
Saving Money On 
Food 

Do you rely on coupons to save 
money, or buy in bulk to get the best 
value? Those are reasonable strategies, 
but they’re not necessarily the only 
way to cut food costs. 

Don’t fall prey to these common 
misconceptions: 
• Coupons are the only way to save 

money. You can save money without 
coupons with a little planning. Look 
for the two-for-one sales and special 
holiday sales. A store’s shopper 
club or loyalty card also has deals 
available only to its members. 

• Wholesale stores offer the best 
value. Certain items bought in 
quantity may save you money, 
but your favorite brand might not 
always be available. Also, check and 
compare prices, calculating the per-
unit price of the bulk against the 
single-item price. Sometimes the 
single-unit item costs less. 

• Store brands are always cheaper. 
Sales frequently bring brand names 
close to store brands, especially when 
combined with coupons. There can 
also be big differences in quality as 
well, so do your homework to be sure 
of what you are buying.

Handle Your Car Battery With Safety 
In Mind 
As winter approaches, taking the proper precautions for handling your car 
battery is a must. Remember these safety tips: 

• Never smoke or use anything that may cause a spark when you’re 
working on a battery. Batteries contain hydrogen and oxygen, two 
highly flammable and explosive gases. 

• Regularly check the battery for damage. Look for cracks, corrosive 
materials, and loose wires. 

• Have a pair of jumper cables that are rust-free and corrosion-free. 
Never use one that has exposed wires or cover exposed wires with 
electrical tape. 

• Never throw a battery in a garbage dumpster. Take the battery 
someplace where it will be disposed of properly.



Have you liked us on Facebook yet? Keep up with all the latest heating and cooling news…
www.facebook.com/Hart-Iliff-Fuel-and-Energy-Systems-395449910510865/timeline

5 Steps To Take To Ensure Smooth 
Winter Deliveries

Undoubtedly, the cold weather this winter will bring our share of ice and 
snow. Please take the following actions to help us make sure you get your 
winter deliveries in a timely manner:

1. Clear a path to your fill pipe so that the driver can easily locate it.
2. When you plow your driveway, keep in mind that oil trucks are 9 feet wide 

and do not have four wheel drive.
3. If your driveway is not clear and dry, please salt and sand for the oil truck. 
4. Trim low hanging tree branches to accommodate an oil truck that 

measures 11 foot high.
5. If you want to know when you can expect your next delivery, call us at 

973-383-1421.

Season’s Greetings 
from Hart & Iliff!
The holiday season and New Year are approaching and, once again, we wish to 

thank you for your business. As a small token of our appreciation, we have enclosed 

a 2018 energy and money-saving tips calendar. We hope you enjoy it and find it useful.

As always, we appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you and your family. If we can assist you in any way, 

please call us at 973-383-1421 or email us at info@hartandiliff.com. Your comfort is our business. 

Have a joyous holiday season and a happy and healthy New Year!

mailto:info@hartandiliff.com
http://www.facebook.com/Hart-Iliff-Fuel-and-Energy-Systems-395449910510865/timeline



